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Beyond the Rainbow
“With God all things are possible”

A miracle is an event involving natural forces operating in opposition to natural law.
It took a miracle to set the first World System in motion and it took another miracle to set the
present World System in motion. It will therefore take a further miracle to set into motion a
new World System which will replace this depraved, decadent and self-deceptive society which
this present World System has developed into.
The first World System which was set up during the early years of Adam and Eve,
enjoyed an environment totally alien to that with which we are acquainted today. Because
Adam and Eve were created, they each had no navel. A water-vapour and ice-crystal veil
surrounded the entire planet therefore no open sky could be seen except at the poles, through
a circular opening known as the Tholos.
This veil or canopy provided protection for the whole of the planet against an element
streaming-out from the sun, described as the active chemism. This continued protection
produced a beautiful race of humans with attributes such as: no ageing or illness, longevity of
life, flawless memory, very little hair except on head and eyebrows, vegetarian diet and a
negative effect on wine.
As for the planet itself, due to the restriction of sun-power, there was no wind, no rain,
therefore no rainbow. Instead, a fine mist would rise in the morning and descend again in the
evening thereby watering the entire surface of the planet. No vast oceans or seas existed, just
a few sea basins. Only two seasons graced the planet, Spring and Autumn.
Another most curious phenomenon was the creation of the “Appearance of Age”.
Newly-formed soil requires a long period of preparation before becoming able to support
plant growth. But in the beginning it must have been created essentially instantaneously, with
all the necessary chemical constituents; rather than gradually developed over centuries of
rock-weathering etc. Therefore it had an appearance of being “old” when it was still new. It
was created with an “appearance” of age!
In addition to this, the fact of a “fully-grown” creation and “apparent age” also
appears on the horizon. The non-evolutionary origin of the first human body, Adam, is easily
demonstrated from the scriptures. We are informed that from the beginning, male and female
each was created respectively. The complete account brings to our notice the supernatural, nonevolutionary creation of the human race.
Supernatural because, again in opposition to ‘natural law’ not only was ‘man’ formed
from the “dust of the ground” but ‘woman’ was formed from ‘man’. Hence the Biblical
quote: “man is not out of woman; but woman out of man” (1 Corinthians ll:8 NMTHB
NWT). Here then, instead of being created as babies; we have two full-grown adults. The
only two humans without a navel!
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During the antediluvian period and the early post-diluvian years, the whole of the
planet Earth was considered to be a living creature. The make-up of which is a pattern and
parallel of the human creature in particular.

Parallel Example
Planet Earth

Human Body

Crystalline Veil
Trees
Grass
Rock
Soil
Oil
Minerals
Ley-lines
Bacteria
Crystal Core

Hair
Skin (Top Layer)
Skin (Bottom Layer)
Bone
Flesh
Blood
Minerals
Nervous System
Immune System
Brain

_________

Throughout the Antediluvian Period (4026 B.C.E. - 2345 B.C.E.) and into the Postdiluvian until 2170 B.C.E., there was only – one ‘language’ and one ‘set of words’.

One RaceThe
One Language
One Colour
One Land

Human Race
Adamic
Red (Adam)
Adlan

The oceans and continents we are familiar with today did not then exist.

_________
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The second World System which came into existence with the immediate introduction
of the post-diluvian period, brought with it insurmountable changes which completely altered
the global environment; affecting every living thing on the planet.
The first noticeable change was the Deluge itself, the source of this was the vast ocean
canopy or veil which, parting at the equator; proceeded to move towards the points of least
resistance (North and South Pole) where each volume of water struck with devastating force:
altering the whole geographic landscape as it swirled around the Earth.
For forty days and forty nights this action continued, valleys were hewn and
mountains were pushed-up. As this force continued, soon even the tops of the mountains
were covered. Even at the end of this period, torrential rain continued for a further one
hundred and fifty days. In fact, when Noah’s Ark landed on Ararat; a period of three hundred
and seventy-one days had passed.
Because of this event, seven other changes were immediately noticeable. First there
was the rain itself, driven along by great winds which swept the face of the planet; wind is
produced by sun-power. When the rain finally cleared; the now open sky meant that the
naked sun was visible for the first time ever. This was followed at night by the naked moon
and stars. The sixth and also very significant change was the eventual appearance of a
rainbow, again observed for the first time due to the fact that until now it had never rained
upon the Earth (Genesis 2:5). The seventh of course was water, everywhere. This has resulted
in the oceans and seas which we have today, surrounding vast continents and other land
masses. So even the geographic map had now changed. Before the Deluge, only a few large
sea basins gathered together in one area; graced the surface of the planet. While on land,
mountains and valleys where before level terrain had once existed; stretched as far as the eye
could see.
So here then, another great miracle involving natural forces operating in opposition to
natural law; brings the second World System into force. The Creator had moved the Earth’s
almost perpendicular axis to an angle of twenty-six and a half degrees and the ensuing ‘jolt’
caused the vast ocean canopy to collapse.
Running concurrently, a second miracle was the preservation of the ‘Ark’ itself. Built
of a resinous wood ‘gopher’, this rectangular chest-like vessel measured 300 cubits long, 50
cubits wide and 30 cubits high. Because it was built during the antediluvian period, this
means that the antediluvian cubit was used. While the common Hebrew cubit ranged from
17.5 to 18 inches per cubit, and the Babylonian/Assyrian Chaldean cubit measured 20 inches
per cubit; the antediluvian cubit measured 36 inches per cubit.
This means that the antediluvian Ark of Noah measured 900 feet long, 150 feet wide
and 90 feet high. It needed no round bottom or sharp bow to cut rapidly through the water, it
required no steering; its only functions were to remain water-tight and stay afloat. A vessel
so-shaped is very stable, cannot easily be capsized, and contains about one third more storage
space than ships of conventional design. In proportion, length to width, this gives us a ratio of
6 to 1 which is the standard used for ships today.
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Even then, a Great Deluge with such a force as described would have inevitably
smashed the Ark like matchwood except for the preserving ‘hand of God’ acting in
opposition to natural law. Just as God ‘closed the door’ when Noah and his family entered the
Ark so now God placed an invisible force around the Ark thereby shielding it from harm.
Meanwhile, like the other World System outside of Eden, imperfection was about to
take its toll. This time with even greater effect as time rolled on. When dry land eventually
appeared as the waters subsided, the family emerged from the Ark;
while above them a large rainbow graced the heavens. In addition to being one of the seven
first changes, it also had a greater significance.
While this World System remains in force today, the rainbow remains as a sign and
reminder to all mankind of the ‘covenant’ which was then brought into force and will remain
with us until this World System passes away. Part of the covenant ensures that never again will
God deluge the Earth. A second and again most significant part is God’s permission for
mankind to eat meat.
This was not necessary before the Deluge due to the protection provided by the great
ocean canopy against the harmful ‘active chemism’ from the sun. This ‘active chemism’
along with the Global Climatic Changes gradually brought about other more subtle changes
to all life on the planet. With the canopy gone and the Earth spinning on its new axis of 26½
degrees, cold and heat took the place of an over-all warm climate while as the new adverse
environment took hold, the poles began to freeze causing the ice-caps to form.
Man’s life-span suddenly dropped from an average of 930 years to 120 [early postdiluvian] and later to 70 years. So today man is not living longer but instead, a good deal
shorter. Physical ageing has also rapidly increased. However, being granted permission now
to eat meat, helped to combat the long-range effects of somatic and genetic solar radiation
which brings its own physical and mental results.
During the early antediluvian period man used the ‘whole’ of his brain, therefore his
memory was impeccable; he forgot nothing. Now he only uses one sixth, his memory is
flawed; he has to write things down. So writing is actually a step backwards. Since the birth
of Enosh, man’s features have become more ‘ape-like’, so we have not developed from the
ape; it is the other way round! Therefore man has not ‘evolved’ but ‘envolved’ [fallen from
his original standard].
Man has been lifted out of that perfect environment and placed on a plane of greater
activity and stronger inclinations, but at the same time he has been weakened mentally,
morally and spiritually.
With these considerations we are not slow to see that man is what he is today because
that great central dynamo of the solar system is at work and holding under inexorable control,
the Earth and all things thereon. The movement of the Earth’s axis from its almost
perpendicular position to an inclination of 26½ degrees occurred in the year 2345 BCE.
During the interval of the succeeding 3194 years, it returned to an equilibrium at the present
inclination of 23½ degrees by the year 1850 CE.
This movement of the planet also affected the length of the year from 360 days
antediluvian, to 365¼ post-diluvian. This therefore suggests either a possible shift in the
Earth’s orbit or, due to the additional weight of oceanic waters; a partial slow-down of the
Earth’s rotation.
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Today man finds himself in the latter part of this adverse World System as he struggles
to contain the increasing effects over which he has virtually no control. Conditions injurious
to man and the planet, since falling from his original perfect standard, have and are increasing
as every second goes by. The environment brought about by The Deluge, has made it
necessary for man to provide himself with additional aids unnecessary under the antediluvian
World System.
In addition to the clothes needed when the original pair were turned out of the Garden
of Eden, with four seasons now instead of two; man needed protection against extreme
elements never before experienced. Where a universal temperature compatible to his make-up
had once existed, now with freezing winters and burning summers in certain areas of the
globe; the appearance of specific climatic zones was gradually being established.
Ice and snow began to build up at the poles while close to the equator area, deserts
were being created. In the more temperate zones conditions were less harsh, yet even here
wind and rain with the ever-present rainbow to remind those who remembered its
significance; continued to affect all Earthly creation.
So man began using elements found on or in the Earth to build whatever was needed
to protect him from his new unfriendly habitation. At first with his still only slightly-tainted
mental and physical abilities, things went well. But over the centuries the deadly ‘active
chemism’ was continually doing its work, so subtly at first that its effect was almost
imperceptible.
Then came the Industrial Revolution and suddenly everything sped-up. Gas,
electricity, oil and other elements enabled man to produce things he had only dreamed of
before. But this was man’s turning point. Until now, only clean, clear skies graced the
heavens. Now with the burning of fossil fuels and other un-natural elements, traces of all
these were sent up into the atmosphere where they gradually began to form an everthickening canopy of carbon.
So today, man has replaced the once life-giving water-vapour and ice-crystal ocean
canopy with a death-dealing carbon and chemical canopy; which along with the ‘active
chemism’ reaching and passing through it is now intensifying its effect on all living matter.
Therefore along with the rainbow, the sign of the new covenant between the Creator
and his earthly creatures; when it appears emblazoned overhead between the clouds: we can
take note of the beauty and comfort it brings to mankind in accord with the Creator’s promise
recorded in Genesis 9:11-17 “Yes, I do establish my covenant with you: No more will all flesh be cut
off by waters of a deluge, and no more will there occur a deluge to bring the earth to ruin.” And God
added: “This is the sign of the covenant that I am giving between me and you and every living soul that is
with you, for the generations to time indefinite. My rainbow I do give in the cloud, and it must serve as a
sign of the covenant between me and the earth. And it shall occur that when I bring a cloud over the earth,
then the rainbow will certainly appear in the cloud. And I shall certainly remember my covenant which is
between me and you and every living soul among all flesh; and no more will the waters become a deluge to
bring all flesh to ruin. And the rainbow must appear in the cloud, and I shall certainly see it to remember
the covenant to time indefinite between God and every living soul that is upon the earth.” And God
repeated to Noah: “This is the sign of the covenant that I do establish between me and all flesh that is
upon the earth.”
But also now, along with this beauty; we must take note of the more sinister aspect
which has been inherited by man through this change.
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Imperfection, despair and death; were all inherited once man was placed outside of
Eden. Now since the Deluge, disease has also entered the arena. Disease is of course, a
general term and takes many forms. Whatever type it is, or whatever form it takes; it is still
injurious to either the body or the mind or both.
Disease has taken its toll in many ways, over the past four thousand years. With the
intensification of the ‘active chemism’, brought about by the ever-increasing carbon canopy;
it is virtually ready to run rampant. In fact in some ways, it has already started. Most diseases
when diagnosed are immediately apparent. Some can be cured while others are terminal.
On the other hand, the subtlety of this solar force defies all bounds. Every living cell
on this planet is affected in some way, shape or form. The word we are looking for?
MUTATION!
In addition to the carbon canopy which is also responsible for the ‘greenhouse effect’,
man is assisting further in this campaign by his introduction of ‘nuclear fission’. With an
increasing cocktail of chemicals from all manner of device, man is racing towards his own
nemesis.
Of course, due to the subtlety of mental mutation; wrong mental attitude and wrongthinking has produced a self-deceptive state of mind. This in turn has produced a situation
whereby even those who recognise that we have now reached a point of no return, still
comfort themselves with the erroneous idea that whatever the outcome; it will not happen in
their life-time!
In the meantime, those of a more discerning nature are already observing the fast
approaching ‘time of the end’ of this World System. However, unlike the numerous doomsday
scenarios which more often than not; signify ‘the end’ as the complete end of everything
including sometimes the planet itself: this, like the previous World System; is in fact a ‘passing
away’ of an old corrupt system in favour of a new.
As with the last one, the end of this one too is also not without its signs and portents!
Having already mentioned the adverse foundation for the inevitable collapse of this system,
all that remains now is to identify an additional number of effects either already present; or
soon to come into play.
When asked by his Apostles concerning the end or ‘passing-away’ of this present
system, Jesus described a composite sign which would identify the generation during which
this would happen. Now a generation today is 70yrs and this particular one would begin at
the end of the thirty-year parallel, or cleansing of the heavenly sanctuary; itself identified by
‘war in the heavens and war on the earth’.
This period is well-established in history due to the fact that it is the first and only
time to-date when all nations were engaged in world-warfare from 1914 to 1945.
Therefore 1945 marked the beginning of the generation identified by Jesus as the one
which will see the fulfilment of this composite sign, culminating in the establishment
of a
new ‘third’ World System.
Today as we move towards the conclusion of this 70yr generation, the effects set in
motion many years ago are becoming increasingly apparent. The north and south poles are
melting at an alarming rate, thereby threatening a world catastrophe on their own. The
melting of the shelves present no threat, due to the fact that they already displace their own
weight. But as the ice and snow on the mainland starts to go, the oceans will rise; causing
immense pressure to coastlands where erosion and collapse are already evident.
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As the rise continues, coastal and all low-lying areas will be completely covered. A
majority of Europe and all areas around the planet which stand less than 200 feet above
present sea level will be under water. Greenland also poses another equally significant threat.
As the vast amount of snow from her mainland sweeps into the sea, the gulf- stream which
protects Britain and others from becoming a frozen waste; will either move further South or
collapse as the increasing amount of fresh water breaks the conveyer. Also melting permafrost is adding ten times the amount of carbon to the atmosphere than everything else put
together!
In the meantime, mental mutation is also taking its toll. Wrong-thinking is causing
problems in so many areas that man is literally drowning in his own confusion. The old
saying “all things being equal” is a complete misconception. The result of this error however,
has led to the act of ‘discrimination’ being used as a substitute for ‘definition’.
If on the other hand, all things were equal; the universe would collapse. The ‘Key’ to
all this is also found in the scriptures, for God is not a God of confusion; but
of peace. Therefore everything is created according to its own status as the Apostle Paul
points out. God is higher than the angels, the angels are higher than man, man is higher than
woman while humans are higher than all other creatures on earth.
Even this becomes obvious when we realize that without correct status and law, the
whole system would collapse; which is actually the way it is heading. The ‘Key’ then to all
creation, is not ‘equality’ but ‘balance’. Once man upsets the balance, which he has now done
in every way conceivable; the remainder is a downward spiral.
This increasing imbalance has also allowed a new god to enter the arena, competition!
This is now found not just in sport, but in business and pleasure. The art of competition was
defined and refined a number of centuries ago in Greece, by the Spartans. They discerned that
by refining the art of sport, a unique formula could be brought into play. This formula would
enable them to acquire and refine a ‘mental attitude’ which would enable them to stand with
impunity, against all enemies and thereby using acquired additional tactics; allow then to
demolish all opposition.
History teaches us that they did this with absolute efficiency. So today in this Spartanlike world, this competitive mental attitude which has always been present in a low-key
manner; has now raised its head and is being applied this time to sport, business, pleasure and
any other aspect where it can find an opening.
The principle is simple. Sport breeds competition, competition breeds aggression;
aggression breeds war. This in turn has brought with it the fulfilment of another scripture
which is applied to this present generation, that at this time there shall be raised; one man’s
hand against another.
The Theocratic Christian and follower of ‘The Way’ (Acts 9:2; 19:9; 24:14 NMTHB
NWT) however, like the Apostle Paul; is taught simply to avoid the competitive ‘spirit’ of the
world. The principle is well-known, ‘Do to others as you would wish them to do to you.’
In the meantime, normal statutes are being swept aside in fear of transgressing the
‘blanket-law’ of discrimination which has erroneously replaced definition. Therefore instead
of straight-forward understanding, we simply have confusion. Concerning the more physical
aspect, depravity, decadence and self-deception; rule supreme.
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A blind-eye is continually being turned to many atrocities in all aspects around the
globe, while Christendom the so-called ‘keeper of morals and conscience’; continues to flout
the Theocratic teachings of the Scriptures with its ‘man-made’ doctrines of fear and further
abomination by accepting the practice of ‘sodomy’ even to the point of allowing these
individuals to join its ranks.
While this and many other aspects of this decaying system continue the fast
depleting ice-caps will eventually disappear. Scientists have already pointed-out, the faster
the ice melts; the faster the planet warms. The earth’s refrigerator will turn into a heater!
This of course will bring its own reward. Foreseeing this period, we are informed
from the scriptures; “And I will give portents in heaven above and signs on earth below,
blood and fire and smoke mist; the sun will be turned into darkness and the moon into
blood……for the night is coming when no man can work.” (Acts 2:19, 20 John 9:4).
So in the light of all this, as we now find ourselves racing towards the end of this
present World System; the inevitable ‘dark day’ towards which we are heading: looms ever
closer. Yet even at this point, through that darkness a sharp pin-point of light heralds the
dawn of a new World System, a dawn which even now is preceded by that ‘night’ during which
no man can work.
With ‘Truth’ there are no grey areas, all is black and white. Only in a World System of
compromise can issues be bent or side-stepped. This is why all the religions and others of the
present World System will not accept the absolute Truth found in the Holy Scriptures.
So when suddenly there is a mention of ‘The Great Tribulation’, or even
‘Armageddon’ and so-forth; immediately ideas and theories fly in all directions. Fear and
trepidation fill the minds of those who listen in anticipation to the erroneous words flowing
from the lips of the prophets of doom.
While at the same time, those with an accurate insight and understanding of these
thing are quietly watching and waiting as they carefully monitor unfolding events confirming
the composite sign heralding the fast approaching Theocratic World System.
For instance, in 1914 C.E. the first World War known in history as ‘The Great War’;
was presumed to be ‘Armageddon’ due to a statement that confirmed that 1914 C.E. was the
end of the period in the Holy Scriptures identified as ‘The Gentile Times’. Whereas it was
actually the beginning of the thirty-year period already mentioned, as being the instrument
responsible for setting in motion the ‘last generation’ of this World System.
Because this World System exists in opposition to the Kingdom of God, we are
informed through his word in Revelation that the ‘kings of the entire inhabited earth,’ are
gathered ‘together to the war of the great day of God the Almighty.’ This is not Armageddon,
Armageddon or in Hebrew Har-Ma.ged’on; is the ‘area’ in which this will take place.
This ‘area’ actually covers the whole of the earth and extends to the ‘lower-heavens’
inhabited by Satan ‘the god of this world-system’ and his demons. So although the ‘kings of
the earth’ are gathered together for this war, the actual battle is between the ‘King of Kings’
and Satan. The rest is a metaphorical description of the collapse of the earthly realm.
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Therefore to put the whole thing in correct context, the composite sign identifying the
last generation of this corrupt system as described by Jesus in Matthew 24:1-22 inclusive;
culminates in what is described as a ‘Great Tribulation’ such as has never occurred before
since the world’s beginning and will never occur again. In fact unless these days are cut short,
no flesh will be saved.
This ‘Great Tribulation’ incorporates the night which is coming when ‘no man can
work’. However, as this is contained in the area of Armageddon; the Prince of Peace strikes:
cutting-short the ‘great long night of tribulation’. Satan is bound for a thousand years, the
vast ocean of waters on the earth returns to the heavens and the Rainbow is no more.
Again God’s hand works a miracle and the Earth, returning to its original almost
perpendicular axis; Edenic conditions gradually return to the Planet. The foundation for the
third World System is laid. This fast-approaching new World System is in fact, the very same
‘Kingdom’ for which mankind has been waiting for and Christendom has been praying for,
during the past two thousand years. “Your kingdom come, Your will be done on earth as it is
in heaven.” (Matthew 6:10 AMP)
Now this is most interesting because since the birth of Catholicism [390 A.D.) and
Christendom as a whole, believers are still being taught that when they die; they will
automatically go to heaven while non-believers will rot in condemnation.
This however is in total contradiction to that which is taught in the Holy Scriptures
which is actually the only accurate source we have for the hope held out to mankind of a new
World System whereby all that was lost in Eden, namely ‘human perfection with everlasting
life’ on this earth will be attained.
The error which has crept in here is that Christ Jesus, performing the tasks appointed
to him by Almighty God; chose for himself those who would form the nucleus of this new
Heavenly Kingdom. In doing so, he stated: “Fear not, little flock, for it is your Father’s good
pleasure to give you the kingdom.” (Luke 12:32) [KJ21] Unfortunately, the churches of
Christendom apply this to all who seek to follow the Christian faith.
Of course, if this was correct and all believers went to heaven while all the rest of
unbelieving mankind was destroyed; there would be no-one left on the earth for the New
Kingdom to rule-over.
To acquire an accurate portrayal of God’s Divine Purpose for mankind, a thorough
examination of the Holy Scriptures is required. This in-depth study has now been completed
and the sum-up in brief is as follows:
In John 3:13 Jesus states that no-one has ever ascended to heaven except himself, and
as promised in Luke 12:32 his ‘little flock’. Concerning the rest of mankind, he states that
there will be a resurrection of both the righteous and the un-righteous; all the way-back as far
as and including Adam (with no exceptions). Therefore the Cause for which Jesus died, is
absolution from ‘Adamic Death’ for the whole of mankind and a second chance of obtaining
everlasting life on earth.
Now a resurrection means literally a ‘re-standing’ of one’s former-self. We were born
‘human’ and we are resurrected ‘human’. The ‘Little Flock’ however, were born human, just
like Jesus, but are raised as ‘immortal spirit creatures’; just like him. This is why the apostle
Paul states that those of the ‘little flock’ [Anointed Ones] experience a more superior raisingup, a ‘resurgence’ [Literally Born-Again as Immortal Angelic Spirit Creatures] and that in
this form they will even judge angels.
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Confirming the status of raised-mankind as it is brought under this World
Government on the shoulders of the Prince of Peace, this in-coming World Government will
‘cut-short’ the terrible intensifying ‘Great Tribulation’ of darkness and night where only fear
and dread abound; opening-up a world of light and reparation whereby all mankind will be
brought to a state of human perfection under Edenic conditions.
Once this is complete, the whole human race will be given the choice to accept or
reject their new-found status; just as in Eden: a perfect parallel. This is the Sabbath
Millennium of the Christ [for ‘Lord of the Sabbath’ is what the ‘Son of man’ is’]. At the end
of this Sabbath Millennium of the Christ, the ‘Great Jubilee Sabbath Millennium’ of
Almighty God the Father of all Creation will begin.
The long misquoted and misunderstood phrase ‘no rest for the wicked’ will at last be
realized. The correct terminology for this is Almighty God himself stating that ‘the wicked’
now totally annihilated at the end of Christ’s Sabbath Millennium [the ‘second’ death]
(Revelation 20:6, 14) [NMTHB], they therefore ‘shall not enter into my [Jubilee Sabbath]
rest’.
The ‘sacred secret’ of the Christ [Anointed] (Colossians 4:3) [YLT] which has been
hidden for two thousand years, has now once more revealed; “Therefore only if you are of the
Anointed are you Abraham’s seed, heirs and instrument of the promise.” (Galatians 3:29)
[New Millennium Translation of the Holy Bible NMTHB] [This is an addition to God’s
original plan] by which all things are accomplished up to the beginning of the ‘eighth day’
when time shall be no more.
He that has discernment let him understand (Proverbs 4:7)
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